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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern web services such as web search, video streaming, and
online healthcare run across hundreds of thousands of servers in
a data center to prioritize sending quick responses to the end
user [22], [39]. Since web services are user-facing, they must often
meet stringent tail (99th%) latency constraints expressed as soft
real-time deadlines called Service Level Objectives (SLOs) [41].

To send quick responses and meet SLOs, web systems adopt a
“performance-first” approach [13], [31], [40] by often introducing
request priorities [47], [51]. For example, scheduling systems
that implement the Shortest Job First policy [25] prioritize pro-
cessing shorter requests over longer ones. Such prioritization-
driven web systems improve performance metrics such as response
latency [41], resource utilization [13], and the user’s Quality of
Experience (QoE) [31].

We posit that web systems that adopt a “performance-first”
approach via request prioritization can potentially implicitly prior-
itize requests from one user demographic over another, and may
thereby introduce demographic bias. Our hypothesis is motivated
by prior works such as Zhang et al. [51], who propose a system
that prioritizes faster processing of some requests that encounter
lower network delays over requests that face greater network
delays. In a similar vein, prior work proposes a scheduler that
prioritizes requests from users who are closer to the server [33].
Hence, we posit that in such cases, a system might implicitly
prioritize requests that originate from urban areas over rural ones,
as urban areas typically face lower network delays, thereby causing
demographic bias based on the user’s geographical location.

To validate our hypothesis, we must first qualitatively and
quantitatively define demographic bias. Using this definition, we
must investigate whether existing prioritization-driven systems can
cause demographic bias. If such systems indeed cause bias, we
must develop solutions to control such bias. Thus, in this work and
our future extension we systematically answer three questions: (1)
How do we quantify a system’s demographic bias in a way that
is similar to today’s norm of quantifying its performance, power,
or fairness [19] metrics? (2) Can existing (open-source) systems,
especially scheduling systems, introduce demographic bias? (3)
How do we detect and control demographic bias?

Answering these three questions to define, identify, and control
bias is important and challenging due to several reasons. First,
while there are metrics to measure fairness [14], [44], [45], [50],
such metrics do not reveal whether a user is discriminated against
based on their demographic. Thus, there is a lack of a clear metric
to quantify a web system’s demographic bias. Second, if we do
not identify and control bias, we can precipitate poor latencies for
users for certain demographics.

We first define and quantify demographic bias for web systems
by extending the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) that is commonly
used to quantify bias in ML systems [11]. Next, via a case
study, we demonstrate that an open-source scheduling system is
susceptible to demographic bias. We show that an existing open-
source SJF-based scheduler [25] that prioritizes processing shorter

requests implicitly introduces demographic bias in a web search
service by prioritizing requests from male users over female users.
This bias occurs since male users typically send shorter search
queries that require shorter processing times (i.e., a shorter job
size) [7], [23], [38], [49]. We limit our case study to open-source
web systems since (1) most real-world, closed-source web systems
are difficult to study outside industry and (2) web system operators
are unlikely to be amenable to disclosing induced biases for fear
of losing their user base [16], [21], [26], [46].

In our future work, we plan to develop a system called Bias-
Controller, which features a framework to detect and control
demographic bias in scheduling systems. Bias-Controller’s goal
is to achieve latency SLOs while minimizing bias.

II. STUDYING DEMOGRAPHIC BIAS

A. How should we study and define bias in web systems?
Given that services have access to demographic data, we inves-

tigate how demographic-driven bias is studied today. We consider
the end-to-end pipeline of user data flow in an ML-driven data
center system (e.g., scheduling system): (1) the user inputs their
data, (2) data mining/collection systems collect this data, (3)
ML algorithms are run using this data, (4) ML models predict
using this data, (5) web system design decisions are made using
these ML models, (6) application behaviors are driven by these
systems decisions, and (7) the user receives a response from the
application. From this end-to-end pipeline, we can clearly see that
the introduction of bias in any stage will propagate to successive
stages. Therefore, demographic biases caused by: user inputs (e.g.,
a user’s implict bias in their data entry [12]); data collection
algorithms [15], [18], [28]; or ML algorithms/models [5], [8], [48]
can introduce biases in a web system’s decisions.

We find that today, bias is primarily studied in data mining
research [15], [18], [28] and ML algorithms/models research [4],
[9], [17], [29], [32], [37], [42]

In comparison, such efforts to define and mitigate bias is
woefully lacking in systems research, despite modern web systems
being driven by these data collection and ML algorithms [52].
In short, while bias awareness has promoted more responsible
data mining or ML algorithms research, systems research is yet
to prioritize building bias-free web systems. Hence, we motivate
how mitigating demographic bias is an endeavour that must be
undertaken by not just data mining or ML algorithms research,
but by low-level systems research as well. In short, everyone,
all the way from the user inputting data parameters to ML
algorithms/models, web systems, and applications, must work in
coalition to ensure that there is no bias in the end-to-end data flow
path, for modern web services to truly be bias-free. To this end,
we make a case for systems research to treat demographic bias as
a first-order concern.

Defining and mitigating demographic bias in web systems is
challenging due to the lack of quantitative systems metrics to mea-
sure demographic bias. The closest, widely-used systems metric is
fairness. Fairness is interpreted and quantified differently in differ-
ent contexts, but mostly does not consider user demographics. For
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example, a widely-used fairness concept is proportional sharing,
where resource allocation is in proportion to the user priority [14],
[44], [45], [50]. Similarly, prior work [19] proposes max-min
fairness to guarantee that the network throughput for every user
is at least as large as another user, when they both face the same
bottleneck. In contrast to fairness, measuring demographic bias
reveals whether a user is discriminated against (e.g., granted less
resources) on the basis of their demographic. In short, while a
system can be unfair, it might not suffer from demographic bias
by discriminating against certain user demographics. Hence, we
need a better metric to define and measure demographic bias.

Defining bias. To design bias-free data center systems, we must
define demographic bias for each web system. Just like how
a longer latency to a deprived demographic indicates a biased
scheduling system, similarly, we must define what indicates a “
demographic bias” for different data center systems (e.g., power
management systems).

Additionally, intuitively we want the bias definition to holisti-
cally compare how users of different demographics experience a
service. To define bias, similar to Dwork et. al. [11], we use the
statistical distance. Assume u and v are the latency distributions of
demographic A and demographic B respectively. We define bias as
the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) between u and v [36]. At high
level, this distance shows the minimum amount of work required
to transform one distribution into the other. If U and V are the
respective CDFs of u and v, then the minimum work to transform
one distribution into the other is the area between the graphs of
U and V . As a result, we define the demographic bias as follows:

Demographic Bias(A,B) = (

∫
ℜ
|FA(x)− FB(x)|p dx)

1
p (1)

B. Why should we study and eliminate bias in web systems?
Existing web systems can be susceptible to bias when they make
decisions that prioritize performance [20], [43]. For example, prior
work finds that web search result quality varies across diverse
users, with certain results prioritized based on user profiles [47].

Web systems’ susceptibility to bias is possibly even more likely
today, since systems decisions today are often driven by ML,
which is prone to being biased [27], [30]). Such ML algorithm-
driven biases might percolate into web system and application
behaviors. In this work, we will show that even without ML-driven
scheduling, classical web system scheduling algorithms, such as
“Shortest Job First,” can inherently induce demographic bias.

Designing demographic bias-free data center systems is impor-
tant since the success of several web service categories depends
on minimal latency—an increase can have severe consequences.
In the FinTech sector, millisecond-scale delays can cost profits
on the order of millions of dollars [2], [35]. Similarly, online
retailers stand to lose 7% in conversions for every 100 ms of
delay; moreover, over 50% of visitors to a mobile retail site will
leave if the page takes over three seconds to load [3].

In some cases, web applications can be life critical, intensifying
the vitality of dependable latency bounds. Healthcare applica-
tions for Electronic Health Records can be a direct factor in
patient care quality. Without high availability, incomplete health
record data can lead to misdiagnoses or errors in prescribing
treatments [6], [24]. More recently, social media has become
essential to emergency response, both in mitigating primary deaths
(resulting directly from the emergency) and secondary deaths
(resulting from infrastructure breakdown) [34].
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Fig. 1: Set Algebra pipeline with integrated SJF scheduler.1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
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Fig. 2: Throughput vs. tail latency curves for male and female
demographics for Set Algebra service under SJF scheduling
policy.

III. BIASES IN SCHEDULING SYSTEMS

We study demographic-driven bias in one class of data
center systems—scheduling systems. We investigate whether
prioritization-driven scheduling algorithms can introduce bias to
achieve performance gains. We conduct a case study to demon-
strate demographic bias in the Shortest Job First (SJF)-driven
scheduler that is integrated with a document search service [40].
We now detail the experimental setup and the case study’s results.

Experimental setup. We evaluate our study on c6420 Xeon
servers on CloudLab [10] using a web service from the µSuite
benchmark suite [40]—Set Algebra, shown in Figure 1. Set
Algebra performs document search by intersecting posting
lists. It searches a corpus of 4.3 million WikiText documents
in Wikipedia [1] sharded uniformly across leaf microservers,
to identify documents containing all search terms. The mid-tier
microserver forwards client queries containing search terms to the
leaf microservers, which then return intersected posting lists to the
mid-tier for their respective shards. The mid-tier aggregates the
per-shard posting lists and returns their union to the client. Leaf
servers look up posting lists for all search terms and then intersect
the sorted lists. The resulting intersection is returned to the mid-
tier. We query Set Algebra using search queries based on prior
works that detail the type, distribution, and length of queries from
male and female web search users [49].

Experimental results. Fig. 2 shows the tail (99th%) latency
achieved across different load conditions measured in Queries Per
Second (QPS) for both male and female demographics. This graph
demonstrates that, although the SJF scheduler is not intentionally
prioritizing a demographic over another, due to the job character-
istics associated with each demographic, the scheduler can sustain
a larger load for male users.

IV. FUTURE WORK: BIAS-CONTROLLER

As part of our future work, we design a feedback-based
controller that dynamically prioritizes incoming requests with
the objective of meeting the application’ QoS constraints while
minimizing bias in the system. Here we describe the design of the
Bias-Controller in detail.

Bias-Controller consists of a monitoring and priority component.
The former monitors the application latency distribution of re-
quests and consequently the SLO violation and the corresponding
bias, while the latter uses the information in the monitoring
component to determine appropriate priority assignment for the
request, and enforces them using priority queues.
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